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ABSTRACT: Sentiment Analysis is the process of determining whether a piece of writing is positive, negative or 
neutral. It’s also known as opinion mining, deriving the opinion or attitude of a speaker. A common use case for this 
technology is to discover how people feel about a particular topic. This project is used to do analysis of feedback 
collected from each remote center from large scale teacher training programs.  That feedback is in subjective manner.  
For improvement in the workshop conduction it requires analysis of feedback.  Analysis of feedback is done using NLP 
(Natural Language Processing). For working with NLP we require tree structure of feedback which is consider as 
training set to get final result drawn using Ontology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Trainers typically use workshop feedback survey as an evaluation instrument for the training. Feedbacks of any 
workshop, website etc. contains open ended user opinions.  Apart from the larger scale survey questions, many a times 
trainers get more meaningful insights from open ended responses. Real-time analysis of these open ended responses 
would provide even greater flexibility for the trainer to incorporate changes and act on the feedback. In this project we 
have used the same concept to find out opinions of workshop candidates for improvement of the workshop conduction. 
The candidates talk about some important aspects of the workshop. the system classifies the feedbacks in different 
categories based on aspects of the workshop. This classification finally provides the count which is positive, negative 
or neutral. That count is used for improvement of workshop conduction based on a particular aspect. e.g. if 10 out of 
100 feedbacks are talking about “audio” and feedbacks are negative then it suggests that media used in workshop 
requires improvement. Here i have used nlp (natural language processing) and dependency parser for extracting 
keywords from the feedback. natural language processing (nlp) is a field of computer science, artificial intelligence, 
and computational linguistics concerned with the interactions between computers and human (natural) languages. the 
counting measure is keyword, synonyms, phrases about a particular aspect of the workshop.   In this system ontology is 
used as a knowledge representation which provides tree structure of different aspects of feedback.an ontology is a 
formal description of concepts in a domain of classes (sometimes called concepts), properties of each concept 
describing various features and attributes of the concept (sometimes called roles or properties), and restrictions on 
properties (sometimes called role restrictions). ontology together with a set of individual instances of classes constitutes 
a knowledge base. in reality, there is a fine line where the ontology ends and the knowledge base begins. classes are the 
focus of most ontology. classes describe concepts in the domain. a class can have subclasses that represent concepts 
that are more specific than the superclass. in this project ontology is used to represent different aspects of the workshop 
conduction.e.g. lecture delivery. 
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II.           RELATED WORK 
 

Hierarchical Classification in Text Mining for Sentiment Analysis Sentiment is subtly reflected by the tone, affective 
state or emotion of a writer’s expression in words.  Conventional text mining techniques which are based on keyword 
frequency counting usually run short of accurately detecting such subjective information implied in the text. In this 
paper they have evaluated several popular classification algorithms, along with three filtering schemes. The filtering 
schemes progressively shrink the original dataset, with respect to the contextual polarity and frequent terms of a 
document. In general the proposed approach is coined hierarchical classification. The effects of the approach in 
different combination of classification algorithms and filtering schemes are discussed over three sets of controversial 
online news articles where binary and multi-class classifications are applied. 
Sentence-level and Document-level Sentiment Mining for Arabic Texts.  In thisWord can have several different forms 
with different suffixes, affixes, and prefixes. Special labels called diacritics are used instead of vowels and they differ  
according to the word form and the part of speech.  Morphological analyzers are needed to  enable consideration of all 
word forms in the text and  perform suffix, affix, prefix, and root extraction.  Grammatical analyzers or part-of-speech 
(POS) taggers are  also needed. 
 
Automatic Sentiment Analysis for Unstructured Data Sentiment analysis is done on three levels Document Level, 
Sentence Level , Entity or Aspect Level.   Document Level Sentiment analysis is performed for the whole document 
and then decide whether the document  express positive or Negative sentiment. Entity or Aspect Level sentiment 
analysis performs finer-grained analysis. The goal of entity or aspect level  sentiment analysis is to find sentiment on 
entities and/or aspect of those entities.  
 
Ontology-Based Sentiment Analysis Model of Customer Reviews for Electronic ProductsThis paper reports on a 
generalizable system model design that analyzes the unstructured customer reviews inside the posts about electronic 
products on social networking websites. For the purposes of this study, posts on social networking websites have been 
mined and the keywords are extracted from such posts. The extracted keywords and the ontologies of electronic 
products and emotions form the base for the sentiment analysis model which is used to understand online consumer 
behavior in the market. 

 
Methodological study of opinion mining and sentiment analysis techniques Decision making both on individual and 
organizational level is always accompanied by the search of other’s opinion on the same. With tremendous 
establishment of opinion rich resources like, reviews, forum discussions, blogs, micro-blogs, Twitter etc provide a rich 
anthology of sentiments. This user generated content can serve as a benefaction to market if the semantic orientations 
are deliberated. Opinion mining and sentiment analysis are the formalization for studying and construing opinions and 
sentiments. The digital ecosystem has itself paved way for use of huge volume of opinionated data recorded. This paper 
is an attempt to review and evaluate the various techniques used for opinion and sentiment analysis.In this paper, 
categorization of work done for feature extraction and classification in opinion mining and sentiment analysis is done. 
In addition to this, performance analysis, advantages and disadvantages of different techniques are appraised. 
 
Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down? Semantic Orientation Applied to Unsupervised Classification of Reviews This paper 
presents a simple unsupervised learning algorithm for classifying reviews as recommended (thumbs up) or not 
recommended (thumbs down).  The classification of a review is predicted by the average semantic orientation of the 
phrases in the review that contain adjectives or adverbs. A phrase has a positive semantic orientation when it has good 
associations (e.g., “subtle nuances”) and a negative semantic orientation when it has bad associations (e.g., “very 
cavalier”). In this paper, the semantic orientation of a phrase is calculated as the mutual        information between the 
given phrase and the word “excellent” minus the mutual information between the given phrase and the word “poor”. A 
review is classified as recommended if the average semantic orientation of its phrases is positive. 
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III.   PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

 
 

 
Fig I: Block Diagram of proposed system 

 
The block diagram shows actual flow of system.  Here the user feedbacks are stored in a feedback repository.  

System uses these feedbacks as an input.  Here I have designed ontology of the feedbacks by using protégé which gives 
a file with .owl extension.  This file is used as an input for system to extract keyword from the user input.  The system 
will give node count as a output.  This will use to improve quality of workshop conduction. 

. 
 

 
 

Fig II. Flow Chart for summarization process 
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“Reduce the no of assignments Dynamic use of wiki was explained only after ques was asked if it was explained in 
slides it would be better since voice was not audible during qus session.” 
 

 
 

 
Fig III. Feedback Sample Flow 

 
Above print screen shows some sample feedback collected from workshop candidates.  I have taken one sample 
example and design respective ontology which gives different nodes like Design, Implementation etc. 

 
                                             
 

 
 

Fig IV. Feedback System Complete Tree Representation 
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We are developing a system which analyse this feedback and find out the sentiments.  In above example the 
candidate is talking about the assignments and expects reduction of assignment. This is nothing but negative opinion 
about the workshop.   

 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
Opinion mining is one of the important sub branches of data mining.  It is also called as sentimental analysis.  

I have done the same in this project.  The feedback contains positive, negative or neutral opinions about some aspects 
of workshop.  The aim of project is to find out pro & corns of workshop conduction for improvement.   
 In this project I have used ontology as a knowledge representation technique which provides entire hierarchy 
of important aspects.   The system generates score of positive, negative or neutral feedback at each level of ontology.  It 
is to be done by using ontology as well as feedback as an input. The ontology is drawn using software named protégé. 
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